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Editorial
Pressure on space has led to slight page re-jig and a few less pictures in this
edition, normal service will be resumed next time. It also has the added bonus
that there’s less room for me to fill up and bore you with in the editorial!
After a spirited AGM it looks as if positive steps are being taken towards the
future, with Peter Duplock at the helm as Acting Chairman - his first thoughts
appear on page 5 - I am sure we can all give our full support over the coming
months when much is due to happen.
So, if the titles above are not tempting enough , we have three excellent pieces
on RM related events, a review of this year’s fantastic open day, a trip back in
time to look at Bluebirds in Watford (don’t get excited, twitchers!) and more on
the NS, which has reached the stage of needing some serious finance. Go on,
don’t have that pint, give the money to Seb’s NS Fund. In a few years time you
could be riding it to Brighton, and have a slimmer figure too!
Until Issue 49, all the best.
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OPEN DAY 2006 - WE WANT YOU
Dear Members - all 600-700 of you
The Cobham annual Open day will be held on Sunday 2 April 2006 at
Wisley runway.
As always, the success of the day relies on YOU the member who, by
volunteering, helps to produce a successful day for the Museum. A
smoothly run operation gives pleasure to the some 5000 plus people who
come along and give the Museum their money. The money raised on the
day is the lifeblood of the museum, it helps keep the museum running,
allows for the new projects to be started AND, importantly finished.
Help is needed on the two weekends leading up to the big day with the
publicity drive, on Saturday 1st April cleaning, washing and setting up the
museum and Wisley, which is a mammoth task, AND on the actual day.
On the day we need revenue controllers (collecting the money and stopping
the “ones” who want to get in free) at the both the museum and Wisley, bus
marshals, staff for the shop outlets, organisers of the stall holders AND
clearing up at the end of a long day to name just a few.
It is hard work on the day but it can also be fun and it is in a good cause
PLUS you save yourself the entrance fee of £8 and get in free.
Contact Debbie Morris, giving name, membership number, plus if you have
worked before and want to do the same again, please give details. If this is
all new then if you tell me what and when, then I can pass on your details to
the appropriate person on the Open Day Committee.
C/o Debbie Morris Open Day Volunteer Co-ordinator, 48 Groveside Close,
Carshalton, Surrey, SM5 2ER
Tel no 020 8773 8394
E.mail: plm@enterprises672.freeserve.co.u
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From the Cab……
Earlier in the year, I mentioned to Ian Barratt that I had a little more time on my
hands (long since gone!) and I would like to “do my bit for Cobham”. For 20
plus years, like many members, I had been content to sit on the long seat at the
back of the bus, so to speak.
I soon discovered that offers of help are seized upon quickly at Cobham. It was
not long before I was asked to stand for the Committee and at the recent AGM,
I was duly elected. Less predictable, was that within about 30 minutes of the
AGM finishing I was not only the newest Trustee member but I was also asked
to act as Acting Chairman by the elected trustees. Therefore, it is with this hat
(maybe it should be cap) that I write this brief introduction for this edition of
the Trust magazine.
By way of background, my personal involvement with Cobham began when my
brother and I acquired ex LT GS1 back in 1983. We became members of
Cobham almost immediately. It was the thing to do if you owned an ex London
Transport bus. Preserving and maintaining an elderly bus is no simple task and
there was a comfort, safety in numbers at the very least, in joining like-minded
people. Clearly, I’ve not been cured because I’ve recently acquired a Routemaster – not quite twice the height of the GS but at least three times the anxiety!
The recent AGM provided a welcome opportunity for open discussions on a
number of options and these are now being considered in detail. It is significant
that the two main proposals, namely the restructuring of the management team
at Cobham and the merger of the Trust and the limited company, received
overwhelming support. A full report will be circulated in due course but the
Trustees forming the Committee have already acted upon its mandate to proceed and set up internal meetings to enable these decisions to be implemented
as soon as possible. The plans will be put before the membership as agreed at
the AGM.
Part of the analysis and planning currently underway has to ensure that we
enable the museum to fulfil its obligations to both the membership and wider
public audience. For the membership there are some obvious considerations:
how do we cater for members that own buses, how do we provide for members
whose main interest is to work and/or ride on the Trust vehicles, and the wider
perspective understanding the needs of members who simply like the idea of
“belonging to Cobham”. The requirements and expectations of these broad
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membership groups will be different and I’m sure that many other wishes will
be identified. Inevitably these requirements will, on occasions, have to be
balanced with the expectations of regulators such as the Charity Commission.
Cobham has grown enormously in stature and scope since the current building
was acquired in 1972 and the challenge is to ensure that the unique spirit of
Cobham survives and grows over the years ahead. There is one certain factor –
Cobham cannot stand still and as much as nostalgia as the habit of making us
look over our shoulders to the past, we have to secure the future. We have
outgrown the facilities that we have.
The proposed move to Brooklands is going to challenge all of us involved with
Cobham. There are many ifs and buts and many logistical hurdles to be
overcome. The good news is that from what I have observed in the meetings
and discussions I have been involved in thus far, there is a real sense of purpose
and a determination to make the very best of the current opportunities.
It is also clear that the responsibilities for “running Cobham” have rested on too
few members and we will need a lot more help from the membership to take
things forward. I volunteered and have to say I have enjoyed every minute so
far although I know there will be some skidpans ahead.
I do hope to meet as many members as possible at the Trust events and I look
forward to hearing your views. To this end I added my email address at the foot
of this update.
Peter Duplock
Acting Chairman of LBPT
peteraduplock@btinternet.com

ITEMS FOR THE MAGAZINE
Contributions in the way of photographs or articles are always welcome. Please send them to:
David Jones
3 Epping Close, Romford, Essex RM7 8BH
or e-mail to dsj672@hotmail.com
Text in Word, or any *.doc format or typed, pictures in jpeg,
slide or print. Slides or photos will be returned.
NEXT COPY DATE 11 NOVEMBER
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OPEN DAY 2005 AND ON TO 02/04/06!
Simon Douglas-Lane
We have had our review meeting and the lessons learned from our second
Wisley experience have caused us to make some alterations for next year and
for ease of reading I bullet point them for your information!
lutely refusing to follow written and verbal instructions: some stallholders at Cobham were particularly difficult and will be offered
Wisley only next year.
mittee to action this point
tee to action this point

2006.
Protection and Administration: there will be two hits for volunteers
for 2006 in the two newsletters either side of Christmas: it is a fine
line between adequacy and lack of numbers every year and we must
have more volunteers: have I said that before?
value when compared with other events.
friendly.
structions for stallholders. No increase in stall prices for 2006.
their litter with them: litter receptacles will be widely available at
Wisley and there will be litter warnings in TTR.
to reduce lingering fraud and revenue loss.
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SHADOW FOR ROGER AT WISLEY IN CASE HE IS NOT WITH
US ON THE DAY: anybody interested please email me on
simondouglaslane@tiscali.co.uk or 01784 481258
OPEN DAY 2006 COMMITTEE
Chairman and Secretary: Simon Douglas Lane: Loos, catering, police, external
liaison.
Norman Davey: Treasurer
Debbie Morris: Revenue Protection and Administration: Volunteers
Cobham Site Control: Vacant
Wisley Site Control: Roger Stagg with Richard Hussey and Tony Lewis
Stallholders: Ian Robertson
Bus Service: Steve Fennell
Shop: Alvin Hale
Publicity: Graham Smith
Again, my thanks to the sub committee for another excellent event, to the
volunteers and all who help on the day and here's to 2006 and another great
curtain opener to the 2006 season.

Possible Museum Relocation

Roger Stagg

Plans remain underway in an attempt to relocate the museum to a new building
in the Brooklands Museum Complex. At the AGM, the Directors of the LBPT
Limited emphasized there were a number of obstacles that had to be overcome
within a very strict time frame and that despite the all round enthusiasm they
were unable at this time to be able to firmly say whether everything could be
put in place within the time constraints proposed by the proposed purchaser of
the existing Redhill Road site.
It would however not be for the lack or trying on anybod’s part. A substantial
number of members turned up for the AGM and remained for this discussion
following closure. The general consensus was very much in favour of the move
and the Directors firmly hope that members who did attend saw any questions
they may have had adequately answered.
The whole membership was balloted and 189 members returned ballot forms.
Of these 186 found in favour and 3 against. Ballot papers were received by,
opened and reported on the independent accountants Hawley Fowler & Company.
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Membership Report

Steve Hook

Things have been proceeding fairly smoothly on the membership side, and it
will be seen from the list below that we have welcomed into our ranks 22 new
members since early May. Those members receiving renewal forms with this
magazine are asked to send these back as quickly as possible, together with
cheque of course, as there are still a disturbing number of members who seem
to require a second reminder.
I hope you will all agree that if a second reminder achieves no result then issues
of the magazine must cease and it must be assumed that the member concerned
wishes his/her membership to cease.
Members might like to note that I shall be away in warmer climes for about a
month from mid September to mid October, so I apologise for the inevitable
delays in dealing with correspondence during this period.
A warm welcome to the following new members:
1145 Peter Zabek
Slough
1146 David Randell
Burridge
1147 Peter Comfort
Basingstoke RM1033 GS
1148 Richard Darkins
Bexleyheath
1149 Kenneth Graco
Shepperton
1152 Steve Gifford
Penarth
AH
1153 Ian Davidge
Southend-on-sea
1154 Stephen Taylor
Slough
1155 Terence Bexley
New Addington
1156 Gordon Coleman
Epsom Downs
AH
1157 Roy Claydon
Chelmsford
AH
1158F Mr & Mrs Hayward
Surbiton
AH
1159 Charlie Baldwin
Mitcham
AH
1160 Paul Ansell
Luton
AH
1161 David Armstrong
Ipswich
1162 John Howden
Birmingham
AH
1163 Claire Green
Watford
1164 Peter Morris
Maidstone
1165 John Hicks
Cranbrook
AH
1166 John Ward
Reading
MS
1167 Clive Shaw
Kingston - upon Thames
1168 Michael Hayhoe
Newcastle - upon - Tyne
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MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS
ADVANCE NOTICE
OF INCREASE IN ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS
WITH EFFECT FROM 1st JANUARY 2006
At the recent Annual General Meeting held on Saturday 18th June 2005 a motion to increase annual membership subscriptions by £5 from 1st January 2006
was approved. The increased rates will apply from the expiry date of individual members current subscriptions in year 2006.
The details of the increases are as follows:Individual Membership increased from £15 to £20
Family Membership increased from £25 to £30.
This is the first increase in membership subscriptions since 1997 and will
provide the Trust with much needed additional income for next year and the
changes that lie ahead for the Trust.
Members who pay their subs by cheque will continue to be sent a renewal form
with the Cobham magazine prior to their date of renewal. Members who pay
by bank standing order will be sent a new bank standing order mandate form
prior to the date of renewal to be completed and returned to the Membership
Secretary who will then forward the signed forms to members' respective banks
for payment on the due date.
Norman Davey.
Treasurer.

COVER CAPTIONS:
FRONT - Strangely devoid of other traffic, STL2377 waits time at Green Park,
Porters' Rest before setting off for a run through to Highbury Barn on 1 April.
Graham Smith.
BACK - A Leyland roars in Berkeley Square as RML 3 heads for Old Ford
and the Waterden Road garage open day on 25 July. Peter Starks
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Cobham 1950’s Day 19th June 2005.

Jim Andress

This new event on the Cobham calendar took place on Sunday 19th June,
Father’s Day, the day after what was probably one of the hottest days Cobham
had experienced. Fortunately, by the Sunday a lot of the heat had dissipated,
and I understand some 400 people bought programmes, and in addition there
were probably another 100 Cobham members or bus crews there as well.
There were some eight stalls which were set up in the main building, out of the
sun’s heat, and a few vehicles were displayed in there as well, including STL
2377, T 31 and RM 5 recently repainted in original livery. G351 was displayed
opposite the shop entrance and attracted much attention, as did the Dennis,
which also made some demonstration runs.
The other part of the day’s activities was a running day utilising examples of
1950’s buses and despite a number of last minute hitches we ran all six planned
bus services throughout the day.
The original intention had been to have a red RF route, 237, and a green
RT/RLH route, 436, both running to Chertsey Station but by different roads,
with timing to allow passengers the option of returning on a different route. We
also had planned a GS service, 479, to/from Effingham Junction all operated by
members’ vehicles, plus a Tour to Wisley RHS gardens and a service, 452,
to/from the Cobham village car park, utilising 1950’s vehicles from the Cobham
collection, plus the regular 462 Cobham to Weybridge Station service.
In the end we ran the 237 with three red RFs, 319, 366 and 486 plus Green Line
RF 48, only bought on the Monday before the event by new member, Claire
Green.
The 436, utilised two green RLHs, 32 and 48, plus two green RTs, 3148 and
3491, supported by two red RTs, 1431 and 1594.
GS route 479, for which some six GSs were originally allocated, ran on the day
with just two, 13 and 34, supported by TD 95.
The Tour was operated by RP 90, and the 452, car park Service, utilised RTL
139 and RML 3, with RMC 1461 on the 462.
There was some loss of hair for the organising team in the run up to the event
as it became clear that the GS contingent, as well as a several Green RTs, were
dropping away, but ways were found to overcome these snags. Not welcome
on the evening before the event was a tree half down across the road at the top
end of Redhill Road where the buses were expected to turn. This took a turn for
the worse when it came down completely, blocking the road but this became a
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blessing as it forced action by persons unknown and the tree disappeared before
the event started.
So in the end a very good day was enjoyed by those who attended with only the
heat to give rise to a couple of problems, with RT 1431 boiling over on the M25,
and RTW 29 on the A 4, both while en route to the event.
I would like to express my personal thanks to the team who made the event
possible, Graham Smith, Mike Scott and Steve Fennel, plus those other members who gave advice and assistance during the period leading up to the event
and to Richard Hussey for his unceasing work on the day. Alvin Hale deserves
a special mention for arranging the EFE GS model.
I would also like to express my thanks to the many other members who attended
in numerous roles for helping to make the day a success

“In Shades of Green” , a brace of RLHs await their next journeys during the 1950s Day in June. RLH 32 leads, with RLH 48 behind.
Photo - Peter Starks
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Videos and DVDs for Cobham Rod Lucas (44)
Regarding the letter from G.F. Baker relating to the compilation of video from
peoples’ private collections.
You may recognise my name as being the person who compiled the RM 50
video and DVD currently being sold in the shop. Being a member for more than
20 years I have a vast amount of material ranging from open days to gatherings
etc, and am at present trying to arrange it in some sort of sensible semblance- it
could become a sale item – anything to raise money.
However Mr Baker is quite correct as there are many like me, and there must be
a mammoth amount of material which is just lurking possibly never viewed by
the owner, and all it needs is for that person to allow it to be freely used by the
Trust for the purpose of such compilations. I will be quite willing to produce /
edit the material which, like that of RM 50, the studio time would be completely
free. So the next move is for anyone interested in the donations, to list out the
subjects and send them to Richard Hussey of the committee (with whom I had
an un-official discussion ) so that the “official committee” can have a discussion
on what subject format they would like to include. As for the actual technical
quality, domestic video cameras were non too clever until about eight years ago,
but not to worry I can “tart up” some of the deficiencies. The original footage
is best offered as any copying usually degrades the quality, especially if copied
to VHS; Betamax and Video 2000 were far better and can also be accommodated. All material will be carefully handled and only used for Cobham, it will not
get into the hands of the commercial boys!
So get sorting all you hoarders.

HELP?!!
Does anyone out there know anything about servicing LT Gibson
ticket machines? Mine is producing stunted tickets, because, I think,
the ink is drying up. If there is anyone out there who can help, or
knows someone who can offer some advice or assistance, and who
would also be willing to offer the service to other members, please let
me know.
Thanks, Dave Jones
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7 July 2005
Dear Fellow Members,
My family and I would like to extend our sympathy to all members of the
London Bus Preservation Trust and their families, especially those who live in
London, in relation to the terrible events which took place yesterday, 7th July,
2005, in Great Britain's Capital City. We hope that none of your loved ones
were counted among the dead or injured.
Being very interested in the World War II period, and having read numerous
books on the Battle of Britain, I could not help but think, when I saw all of you
walking home that day, no matter how far you had to go, that although most
of today's Londoners weren't alive back then, you all demonstrated the same
indomitable spirit your grand-parents' generation showed in 1940. You are all
in our thoughts and prayers during this awful time.
We're all in this together, and together we'll defeat these modern-day "Nazis"
just like we defeated the Nazis of 1940.
God bless you all,
Ultan O'Sullivan (member No. 903A),
New Jersey, USA.

On authenticity

Dave Bosher

Permit me to draw to the attention of the membership and the committee the
existence of numerous eminent people within our organization who I feel would
be happy to be consulted and advise on matters of authenticity on Cobham
vehicles.
Whilst not wishing to condemn the efforts of those involved with the projects
currently underway, together with those of the recent past, it is important to
achieve excellence with fine detail. I will go further and mention two names,
who as committee members exercise caution in dealing with matters of detail
and achieving authenticity within the capabilities they have. I refer to Paul
Morris and Richard Hussey. I have noticed that Richard in particular has a very
enquiring mind and as such has fired questions at me on numerous
occasions......keep up the good work chaps:
To sum up, those involved with these projects need to communicate to a greater
degree with those members who have knowledge and experience. Perhaps
going as far as forming a consultative panel.
14

Not Another NS

Brian L Jones

I would suggest that your caption is entirely correct - the bus illustrated is an
AEC S type (the quick giveaway is that the top of the canopy aligns with the
upper edges of the lower deck windows.)
An almost identical photo is shown on page 34 of The Malta Buses by Joseph
Bonnici and Michael Cassar, first published in 1989. Those authors report that
two S Class buses were operated by British Motor Company from Valetta on
passenger services pre-WWII. - Furthermore, many Hurricanes were operated
from Takali. The first Hurricane Squadron based there was 261, commencing
on 20 November 1940, others, in order of occupation, being 249,238,126, Malta
Night Fighter Unit, 69, and 603.
The final operational deployment of Hurricanes at Takali concluded on 23
November 1942. (from information contained in Military Aviation in Malta by
John F Hamlin, published in 1994) .

Phill Cruise adds...
Pictured on page 23 of the Summer 2005 Cobham the bus shown fitted with a
tank (tanks) for refuelling Spitfires or Hurricanes does not appear to be an NS.
I am not an expert on WWII aircraft but under the magnifying glass that aircraft
in the background does look like my old Airfix Spitfire. The bus is on pneumatics but it looks like an S type. The cab canopy top is in line with the floor of the
top deck whereas an NS canopy is higher because the top deck is lower. The
other clue lies in the height of the lower deck floor from the ground which is
level with the top of the wheel reason an NS the lower deck floor is approximately level with the wheel centres.

Thanks to Brian and Phill. Member Adam Gittings also wrote on the subject
of the aricraft in the picture. Now, the next challenge is, does anyone know
what happened to the buses? Seb would love another challenge once he’s
done the NS! DJ
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It’s That Guy Again!

Tony Wild

I thought readers might be interested to see the enclosed photographs of G351.
The black and white shot shows two ex-London Gs in service at Burton upon
Trent taken on 28 July 1962. In the foreground is No 67 (ex G324) with No 70
behind (ex G351). Little did I realise at the time that I would photograph G 351
again in 2005. The colour picture shows it on the Crawley By Pass on Sunday
1st May this year on the Historic Commercial Vehicle run to Brighton.
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1st April 2005 – an STL runs in London – and it’s no April
Fool
Graham Smith
29th June 1954 saw the end of STLs in London Transport’s Central Area service
when the final few on Upton Park’s route 101 were ousted by RTs. In his superb
book “The STLs” (pub: Capital Transport) Ken Blacker noted that: “No celebrations or commemorative runs marked the end of mainstream STL operation.”
How different then, over half a century later, when on 1st April 2005 many
hundreds of enthusiasts flocked to witness Cobham’s magnificent STL2377 on
its triumphant return to London “service” as a Photographers’ Special. The
occasion was the Last RM Day on Arriva’s route 19. Thanks to Transport for
London, London Buses and the bus operators, approval had been given for a
number of special vehicles to run on these Last RM Days. This dated back to
August 2003 when route 15 lost its Routemasters and Cobham’s RTL139 and
an RT or two ran over the 15 road that day, to much acclaim. Subsequent
appearances by Cobham’s RTL and its Routemasters have provided great
publicity for the Museum and, it must be said, an enjoyable experience for those
taking part.

STL2377 is surrounded by Routemasters at Green Park, Porters' Rest, with Arriva's
re-registered RM25 sporting its 'chocolate box' Great Northern pseudo-Pirate livery.
Graham Smith
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But, to run a pre-war vehicle was something else! New to LT and Holloway
Garage (code J) in November 1937, STL2377’s restoration was completed with
a set of replica blinds from that era. The 19 ran from J and the opportunity to
recreate past times on the route’s Last RM Day became a compelling mission
for a certain publicity officer.
Fortunately, the idea received approval both from the Trust committee and from
TfL. A route reconnoitre followed to help devise a timetable. The aim was to
provide as many photo opportunities as possible in reasonable locations at the
right times of day (assuming the sun shone which we knew it would) to
maximise the undoubted interest that would be generated once the STL’s
involvement became known. For this reason, Finsbury Park, the route’s northern terminal, was excluded as it was north-facing and surrounded by road
works. Highbury Barn was an automatic choice; not only was it south-facing
and as photogenic as anywhere in North London can be (there’ll be letters!) but,
also, its only use by service buses was on unscheduled short-workings so stand
occupancy was unlikely to be a problem. The west-facing Porters Rest stand at
the Hyde Park Corner end of Piccadilly was another automatic choice for
similar reasons.
A timetable was proposed as follows: Positioning run late morning from CBM
to Battersea, Latchmere stand, over route 19 to Highbury Barn, back to Hyde
Park Corner, return to Highbury Barn and a final run through to Tooting Bec
Station (called Trinity Road Station in 1937), before returning to CBM. TfL
prepared the timing details and these were published on the LOTS website. TfL
accepted the suggestion that westbound journeys run via Pall Mall thus omitting
Piccadilly bus lane to reduce the potential aggravation of being caught in a
queue of buses and having to turn away “ordinary” passengers.
As a Class V vehicle, the STL ran with invited guests only, whom we asked to
board at a terminus rather than at intermediate stops, again to minimise any
aggravation. They were free to alight where they wanted, though. In the weeks
beforehand, crews were rostered and guests were invited. It’s not every day an
invitation arrives for such a trip and, naturally, our guests, some of whom had
vivid recollections of STLs in service, were absolutely delighted.
April the First arrived and I travelled to Hyde Park Corner to meet some good
friends of mine already hard at work photographing all sorts of RT and RM
family vehicles running on route 19’s Last RM Day. Some, I have to report,
were even photographing the route’s new VLAs. Soon I had to leave for
Battersea Latchmere. Fortunately, an RM on the 19 was held in traffic waiting
to enter Hyde Park Corner and I did what countless millions of Londoners have
18

done before me and, illegally, boarded its open platform – soon to be just a
memory. By chance, Simon Lederman, a producer/presenter on BBC London
94.9FM and one of my guests on the STL, was on board. Simon is a great fan
of Routemasters and has become a true supporter of Cobham. He publicised
Open Day on his radio show and ran a competition with Ticket to Ride programmes as prizes. We’d arranged to meet at the Latchmere but, instead,
walked down to it together from the 19’s present day Battersea Bridge terminus.
Just as we arrived what should be turning into Battersea Bridge Road towards
us but a shiny, sparkling, silver-roofed LPTB Chiswick-built bodied red and
white-liveried double decker with a melodiously seductive and sweet-sounding
AEC 7.7 litre engine to entice us aboard. Yes, STL2377 was ready for its special
day!
After welcoming our special guests, there was time for a “crew chat” and a few
photographs before we set off exactly on time at 11:52hrs, en route for Highbury Barn. Bell Punch and ticket rack were essential items of equipment for
today’s conductors! Soon, we arrived opposite Battersea Garage, surely the
scruffiest building ever to house a London bus, and were waved off by an Arriva
official. The 19 is an interesting route, wending its way along Kings Road,
Sloane Street, Knightsbridge and Piccadilly before heading through Holborn
and Islington to Highbury Barn. We arrived on the stand to a great reception of
photographers and much film and memory card space was expended. An added
attraction was the arrival of red RF486, blinded for route 236 and playing a
supporting role on this special day.
RF486 left and STL2377 was not due off on its Hyde Park Corner working for
another 10 minutes. Ensign’s recently acquired Cravens RT1431 had passed
northbound soon after we’d arrived at Highbury Barn and was expected back
before long. I’d hoped to photograph it but would it arrive before our departure
time? A call on the mobile confirmed it was “20 seconds away from Highbury
Barn”. Your intrepid publicity officer rushed out to the main road to flag it
down and suddenly had the idea of trying to record it for posterity alongside the
STL on the stand in the adjacent road. I am most grateful to Ross Newman at
the wheel for agreeing to this unscheduled detour once he had recovered from
the shock of being “highjacked”!
The STL left a few minutes after the RT but, because we were not running as a
service bus, we caught up and overtook it in Rosebery Avenue. What a super
time warp shot that would have made. By now, every junction seemed to be
festooned with photographers and yet more were at Hyde Park Corner to
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witness the STL’s arrival. A layover here provided the opportunity for the STL
to be pictured with RTs, RMs, RMLs and VLAs, all running on the 19.
Then we were off again retracing our steps to Highbury Barn with a new
contingent of invited passengers. The STL seemed to be enjoying its London
experience and purred along contentedly. Traffic was lighter than normal,
probably due to the Easter school holidays, and, surprisingly, there was no
tailback of traffic at Highbury Corner. Often it can be so congested that alternate
buses on the 19 are curtailed here. Not today, though, and we arrived at
Highbury Barn some ten minutes early. I advise you not to ask who the
conductor on this journey was. The sun was still out and the stand was perfect
for offside shots. RF486 reappeared to provide an interesting contrast.
Blinds were set for the final journey and off we went to Tooting Bec Station.
Opposite Sadler’s Wells in Rosebery Avenue is an ideal spot for photographs
in the afternoon especially as traffic along there is relatively light. So we
stopped. Soon, though, we were on the move again and, as before, deviated via
Pall Mall to avoid the Piccadilly bus lane. At Hyde Park Corner there were even
more photographers than last time. We waited time at Porters’ Rest as cameras
clicked and whirred merrily. Traffic was light for a Friday afternoon rush hour
and we negotiated Knightsbridge and Sloane Square with ease. Mind you, this
may have had something to do with the skill of the chap at the wheel!
Passing the decrepit Battersea garage premises (and we thought CBM was bad)
we continued along the 19 route from earlier days and arrived at Tooting Bec
virtually on time. Some of us left here and, in no time at all, STL2377 had
turned right on to the A24 and was away on its garage run back to Cobham.
What a day! Judging by the comments received by the crew during the day and by the coverage
given to the bus’s outing in all
manna of publications, we were
not the only ones who had enjoyed April the First.
Now….Holloway (J) also ran the
14 route and their Last RM Day
is set for 22nd July…. .
STL2377 on the 19, seen slightly
off-route, opposite St James's Palace, with Pall Mall in the background
Graham Smith
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Farewell to Routemasters on the 14 and 22.

Phill Cruise

Of the many 'last days' over the past two years this was probably the saddest
from my point of view as I had been travelling on Routemasters on the 14 for
nearly forty-two years, which included my later years at school. The RML
sub-type had been associated with the route since AF received them in November 1966 to be followed by Holloway (J) in May of the next year. Standard
RMs had been on the route since October 1963 replacing RTWs from AF and
RTs from J. The 22 route was a little later in its acquisition of both varieties of
Routemaster. Standard RMs were tried out on the route in single figure numbers
in 1959 during the pre-trolleybus replacement trials but did not enter regular
service until October 1967 at Hackney and November of the same year at
Battersea. At this time there was no AF allocation and this link was re-established July 1987 when RMLs were introduced to the route. RMs first ran from
NB on route 14 on Sundays only, on 12 May 1963 and on the 22 from H on
25April 1965 using buses spare from other routes.
The last day for both routes, by now firmly linked with AF, was 22 July. The
day was cloudy with sunny spells and like most of the summer to date, warm.
My first foray was to Putney Common to ride on Ensign’s RTW75 which didn't
show at 9.20 as advertised, so after taking a few shots of RMLs, it was back to
Parsons Green and a short walk to catch up with a 14 to Putney Heath. I was
lucky to be one of the ' invited guests ' on STL 2377 for its appearance on route
14, thanks to the efforts of Graham Smith
to ensure its participation in the day’s
events. London General evidently wanted a
fairly low-key farewell
to its Routemaster
fleet, but this was not
to be so. For the week
or two preceding the
last day there had been
a small quotient of enthusiasts taking photographs along both
routes, but on the 22nd
there were hundreds. Regular “last-dayer” RT 1431 heads for Tottenham
Court Road on 22 July
Peter Starks
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Not only were there many enthusiasts, but the general public turned out in
droves to record the historic day. As a local resident I know that there was a
great deal of resentment from passengers using the 14 and 22 about losing their
RMLs and a sadly futile local “keep the Routemaster” campaign. In addition to
our STL there were a small group of other specials. London General’s star was
its recently repainted RML887 in General livery. RM9 (Is this General or
Central) put in time on the 22 looking much like the experimenters of '59. Blue
Triangle had the immaculate RTW75; a type associated with routes 14 and 22
for many years.
Ensign had Craven RT 1431 and a standard RT subbing initially for a surprise
bus that nearly didn’t make it because at the last minute there was a brake
balance problem at its test, which thankfully, was sorted in time for it to appear
just a little bit late.
The surprise was an RLH, a type that was never used on the routes, unlike all
the other specials. It was the only one I missed but I understand it was well
loaded all day. We left Putney Heath shortly after 11.15 for the first trip to
Piccadilly, laying over at Porters Rest which is a large plank of wood supported
on iron poles positioned on the south side of Piccadilly adjacent to the start of
the underpass. With driver Peter Goodfellow at the wheel we made good
progress that varied with the traffic conditions. Graham Smith was 'on the back'
and issued the appropriately numbered tickets from his Bell Punch outfit. The
usual jam was encountered at the circus end of Piccadilly and we finally went
around the one-way system via St James' and reached our destination. There
were
many
photographers,
some of whom
seemed to occupy the same
spot all day and
become
agitated if others
dared to move
in on a vehicle
and spoil their
shot. On the
last day the 14
remained predominantly
RML until the
early evening
Surprise of the year, RLH 61 arrives at Putney Common on
when WVLs
route 22.
Peter Starkes
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started to replace them until the last, AF127, reached the garage. The 22 had
been gaining more WVLs each day for the preceding two weeks or so and
seemed about 50% converted by the 22nd. These were all 'old' ones from the 85
and 74 allocations some looking a shade shabby with growly transmissions. Not
a great taste of things to come. A change of crew on STL2377 saw Cobham
conductor-instructor Mike Scott on the platform and the owner of RF486 in the
driving seat for some runs to South Ken' and back.
I sampled the first and had a spot of lunch before taking a service RML back to
South Kensington in search of liquid refreshment. This was to be the last time
standing as a passenger on a crew bus on this route, something I haven't had to
do for years. After a refreshing pint of Young's bitter (free samples to me
please, not the museum) I was just in time to catch the STL back to Piccadilly.
RTW75 seemed to be catching its tail all day and unexpectedly terminated at
Green Park, which gave some of us STL passengers a chance to take it back to
Putney as a fitting climax to the day. So some time after 4 pm we set off on the
14 route bound for Putney Heath. Unfortunately no one had told the driver who
turned left at Knightsbridge and headed for Sloane Square, much to the amusement fortunately of his boss Roger Wright who was sitting upstairs at the back.
Realising his mistake the driver retraced his steps and rejoined the 14. By now
one person was starting to worry as the STL had got well ahead of us and he had
intended to beat it to Putney Heath. A text on the mobile sorted that one so he
didn't get left behind. The journey on the RTW was one of the days highlights
as I travelled over part of the route between Parsons Green Lane and the start of
Fulham High Street which was my route to school. Time was getting on and I
intended to have a break before the 'last rites' so I reluctantly left the dub at
Putney Bridge before taking what turned out to be my last ride after thirty eight
years to Parsons Green on a 22 RM.
After an hour or so break I came out again and caught a 14 RML to Putney
Heath and found that every other bus seemed to be sent back to the Garage and
subbed with a WVL. After a frustrating wait an RML was going into town and
so I had my last RML trip to South Kensington from Putney. I waited outside
the station for a return bus to Putney where I was meeting a friend for a drink
and expected that this bus would be a WVL. However the sound of a Cummins
B series RML heralded the appearance of RML 2314 and I rode back to Putney
in the sad knowledge that this would be it, as far as the 14 was concerned. The
driver made sprightly progress in spite of a delay at Fulham Broadway caused
by the council's incessant pavement alterations. Unfortunately when we arrived
at the Garage stop in Putney High Street the bus turned short and we were
turned off. The reason was soon apparent on visiting Chelverton Road, because
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as fast as RMLs were coming in, they were being driven off to storage somewhere. As they turned into Upper Richmond Road in a little convoy, the scene
was reminiscent of the trolleybus conversion years when depots were cleared
out in a matter of hours. Meeting up with my friend and fellow Cobham member
we went in the Railway pub only to bump into Graham Smith and another
well-known bus photographer-enthusiast. (Great mindsl) After some stimulating conversation we all went our separate ways me back to Parsons Green for
the last 22.
I popped indoors briefly and then headed for the stop at Parsons Green so that
I had plenty of time in hand. How fortunate, because RTW75 was doing its last
trip to Piccadilly on the 22 and there were a few seats left, so I had a ride to
Sloane Square. This was another highlight, really like a time trip, as the bus was
full of 'normal' passengers and with the lights ablaze and making good progress
down the King's Road it could have been 1960 again. I hadn't seen any RMLS
going in the other direction so deduced that I hadn't missed the last one. After a
fairly long wait at what used to be the Duke of York’s stop and consideration of
walking home, along came the last one of all. Well loaded like the last bus
usually is. I managed to get a seat downstairs. I think I was one of only a few
obvious enthusiasts on board. Originally I had intended to travel all the way to
Putney Common but in the end I decided to keep with years of tradition and get
off at Parsons Green. I got out the camera and the driver kindly did not take off
so I took a couple of shots before the bus moved off for the last time. The
conductor gave me a wave to which I replied and the RML soon went out of
view along New Kings Road and an era came to an end. The last and saddest
part of the day which was remarkable for the interest and involvement of the
general public who are
now realising that yet another part of their lives
has been changed for
them forever. 2005 will
be remembered by many
people for all the wrong
very different reasons. It
has not been a good one!
RML 887 has recently
been repainted into General livery, seen at Piccadilly Circus on 22 July.
Peter Starks
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RTW 75 and STL 2377 pause for breath at Putney Heath on 22 July, whilst on
the same day, the more usual fare on the 22 is represented by RML 2640 at
Piccadilly Circus.
Peter Starks
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Driving STL 2377 on the 14

Peter Osborn

How do you describe driving an STL in London in July? A privilege?
Definitely. Hot? Certainly. A struggle? Not at all. Do it again? Oh, yes.
2.44 pm. Waiting at the Porters Rest stand at the west end of Piccadilly, watch
the General RML pass, starting signal, select second, the long travel of the
operating pedal, pre-select third and we’re off. Straight into Hyde Park Corner,
complete with broken-down 1980s Leyland Titan. Thinks, I’ve been here
before, when learning to drive 35 years ago – the STL was only 33 years old
then. Line up nicely for the photographers; try to avoid the modern buses all
pulling away from the Hyde Park Corner stops at once. Careful, a bunch of
invited guests on board, keep it smooth. Cruise down into Knightsbridge, past
the obstructions, cut up by two taxis at Harrods then away. V&A, coming up
to that tight left-hander, give myself plenty of room (Peter Goodfellow makes
it look easy next time round). Hand signals. Round the one-way system onto
the eastbound stop, pause, two bells and off again. This bit opposite the V&A
where buses have always crossed both lines of traffic, easier than you’d expect.
Bit of welly until the permanent queue past Harrods. This is fun, wonder how
they’re getting on back there. The Hyde Park Corner slip road is clearer than it
was earlier, keep moving, straight across and off into Piccadilly, at last, a decent
breeze to cool me off a bit. Stop-start along the bus lane, round the Circus, right
hand lane all the way down Haymarket. Wistful look from a WVL driver. Not
using the westbound bus lane, but the gentle route along Pall Mall. The Ritz,

An amazing “three in one” at Hyde Park Corner.
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Peter Osborn

more breeze down Piccadilly and
back onto the stand. Gosh, that was
quick, seems like 5 minutes. 45?
Never.
Travelling inside later, I learned
more about how the STL works. I
can see how the heavier RT body
could have been a problem on the
SRTs with those vacuum brakes, but
the lasting impression is how comfortable the bus feels, both to ride
and to drive. I hope I’m in as good
shape when I’m 68.
A conscientious driver’s-eye view of
the world, through STL 2377’s mirror.
Peter Osborn

Watford’s Bluebirds

Norman Davey

Mention of the word 'Bluebird' to the older brethren at Cobham will probably
evoke a misty eyed response followed by a sentence starting with the words 'If
only'. As most readers will know the term 'Bluebird' was a name associated
with the last series of the AEC six wheel LT class double deck Renowns
delivered new to LGOC in 1932. Unlike the earlier series LT's the upper deck
was extended over the drivers cab to allow the seating capacity to be increased
from 56 to 60 seats. The name 'Bluebird' was derived from the attractive blue
internal decor and seat moquette. In all 274 of these handsome looking buses
were built but despite the determined efforts of the late Prince Marshall none of
them have survived into preservation hence the ' if only ' reference.
There were, however another now almost forgotten version of Bluebird bodied
buses. These were a small group of 23 AEC Regents with petrol engines which
were to be numbered in the ST class. Delivered new in 1932 they were destined
to spend all of their working lives in the Country Area. Fitted on to a standard
AEC short wheelbase chassis the bodies were identical to the AEC 60 seater
Renowns except that they were shorter by one window length. Although the
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upstairs saloon was extended over the drivers cab the overall passenger capacity
was held at 48 the same as standard ST's allowing a very spacious seating
arrangement on the upper deck. The apparent reason for not taking advantage
of fitting four additional seats was that to do so would have increased the cost
of licensing each vehicle, a seemingly short sighted decision as the increased
passenger revenue would have soon outweighed the initial licence costs.
But back to the beginning. How did this small AEC Regent sub class
come into being? In 1932 the same year that the larger LT Bluebirds were
delivered the arrangements for the control and running of the London General
country area services north and south of the capital were combined by the
formation of London General Country Services Ltd. The new body took over
responsibility for the northern area services mainly operated by the National
Omnibus Co. on behalf of the General and the southern area services ran from
Reigate by the East Surrey Traction Co. and its famous general manager Mr.
A.H. Hawkins. The General placed an initial order for the LGCS consisting of
25 new buses, 23 double deckers and 2 single deckers.

Bluebird Regent GX 5323 (laterST 1079) in London General Country Services
livery en route from Reigate to Croydon. The livery comprised dark red with
pale cream window surrounds. The absence of advertisements suggests that
the bus was almost new at the date of this photograph (ca 1932)
Photo - J Higham. Copyright Alan Cross
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As the Bluebird body style would appear to have been in favour at that time the
23 short wheelbase Regents were fitted with modified Bluebird bodies (but
without the blue moquette).The two single deck buses were six wheel long
wheelbase Renowns (Scooters) that would later become LT's 1427 & 1428.
Some of the 23 Regents were originally designated to operate routes which
management intended to switch from Sutton (A) garage into Country Area
operation. These may well have been routes 80,180,164 and 165C which in
October 1934 would become the 80,80A,164 and 164A . The proposed switch
would have resulted in some of the Sutton crews being transferred with the
routes into the Country Area. Not surprisingly the proposal met with strong
union opposition since the staff involved refused to accept the lower wages paid
to Country Area employees. As a result of these objections the plan was
scrapped. The General had reserved a batch of London registration nos. for the
25 buses on order ( GX 5314 to 5338) but in the event only ten of the Regents
were given London registrations; GX 5314-5323; possibly the batch originally
intended for the Sutton switch.

Hemel Hemptead based Bluebird Regent GX 5314 (laterST 1070) photographed at
Watford in early LBPT days provides an interesting comparison with standard red
ST673 on route 142. The attractive livery of mid green with black bands and a silver
roof had replaced the red and cream LGCS livery but still carried the GENERAL
logo, dating the photograph as between October 1933 and June 1934 from which date
the LONDON TRANSPORT logo was introduced.
Photo - J Higham. Copyright Alan Cross
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Of the initial allocations the five buses with Herts JH registrations were sent
north to Ware (WR) and worked route 310 from Hertford to Enfield .The other
18 were split between Reigate (RG), Watford High Street (WA) and Windsor
(then coded WC for Windsor Castle but later changed-for obvious reasons-to
WR upon the closure of Ware garage). At the time of registration none of the
Country Area buses carried stock numbers and for operational purposes were
only identified by vehicle registration, a situation that existed until 1934 when
London Transport got around to allocating stock nos. to all of their Country
Area buses and coaches . However reliable overhaul and allocation records did
not exist until Chiswick took over that responsibility for the Country Area stock
in 1935. Therefore the allocations and general whereabouts of the Bluebird ST's
between delivery in 1932 and 1935 are uncertain. Photographs exist of some
early operations (ca 1932/33) on route 408 from Reigate , the 302 from Hemel
Hempstead and the 481 from Windsor . By the summer of 1935 the majority
were at four Northern Area garages, Watford High Street (WA), Two Waters,
Hemel Hempstead (HH), Tring (TG) and Hertford (HG).
Stock Number Allocations 1934
By far the largest type of double deck buses in Country Area service were the
short wheelbase AEC Regents totalling 107. LT's method of allocation of the
D/D Regents was in sequence of the first letter of their registration. Consequently since the 23 Bluebird bodied Regents had been registered in three
separate batches they did not receive consecutive stock numbers. The 8 Surrey
APC registrations were numbered ST 1032 to 1039 inclusive. The 10 London
GX registrations became ST1070 to1079 inclusive. The 5 Herts. JH registrations became ST 1080 to 1084 inclusive. Paradoxically the system of allocation
resulted in the oldest Regent in the fleet. The 1929 prototype reg. no. UU 6610
receiving the highest stock no. ST1139.
Pre War Allocations 1935 to 1939
The prewar allocation of the Bluebird ST's was mostly concentrated at four
garages in the Northern Area. The summary below denotes the details and
number of Bluebirds and where they spent all or most of the five years from
1935 to the outbreak of war in September 1939.
Hemel Hempstead (HH) 10 ST 1032-34, 1036,1038, 1072-76
Hertford (HG)
5 ST 1080-1084 (formerly at Ware)
Watford High Street (WA)3 ST 1035,1039,1077
Tring (TG)
2 ST 1037,1078
Only three of the Bluebirds operated in the south and they were based at
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Reigate (RG)
3 ST 1070,1071,1079.
Two of the Hertford batch were briefly transferred to St. Albans (SA) in the
summer of 1938 to make way for the two experimental double deck Q's 2 and
3 which operated on route 310 as per the EFE model. The SA allocations were
short-lived with both ST's returning to HG in October.
Early Wartime Allocations 1939 to 1943
The chaotic vehicle situation consequent on the outbreak of World War 2 in
September 1939 resulted in the Bluebirds being initially withdrawn into store
and then allocated to a number of garages almost all in the Northern Area,
mostly for short periods as follows
Garage
Watford High Street
Luton
St.Albans
Amersham *
High Wycombe **
Reigate-1 bus only
Leatherhead-1bus only

Code
WA
LS
SA
MA
HE
RG
LH

From
9/39
10/40
1/41
12/40
12/40
1/41
1/41

To
12/40
3/41
12/41
4/41
4/41
7/42
2/42

* At MA the eight-bus allocation operated Green Line route 34 to London
from 18/12/40 until they were all transferred to Windsor in April 1941
** At HE seven Bluebirds were briefly placed into Green Line service
from18/12/40 to 8/1/41 when they worked route 33 from High Wycombe to
London.
In the spring of 1941 LT decided to gather the Bluebird ST's together at one
location, Windsor (WR) starting with 15 based at HE, MA and LS followed
later on by further transfers from WA,SA,RG and LH until the entire batch was
based at Windsor and formed the mainstay of double deck operations there until
September 1942 when most were delicenced and placed into store. A number
remained out of service for several months but in January 1943 nine were
relicenced and dispatched to operate services at Tring remaining there until
being withdrawn and delicenced in June. In March 1943 ST 1034 was converted
to gas producer operation the only Bluebird ST to undergo such treatment. The
conversion was done at Chiswick Works after which it was allocated to Hemel
Hempstead who had not operated Bluebirds since pre-war days. The Bluebird
joined a number of standard ST’s at HH that had also been converted to gas
production for operation on routes 301 and 302. As with all of the gas producer
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buses they were sluggish in operation, struggled to maintain time schedules and
were very unpopular with both passengers and staff. Almost eighteen months
later in August 1944 ST 1034 reverted back to petrol operation after which it
was sent eastwards to Grays (GY) the only Bluebird ST ever used on passenger
services at that garage.
Watford 1943 to 1949
Watford High Street garage (WA) was to be the last operational base for the
Bluebird ST's. Between November 1943 and February 1944 a total of 19
Bluebirds were transferred into WA followed by another three in June, September and December 1944, leaving only the ex-gas producer ST 1034 still in
service at Grays, but that too joined the fold in February 1945 from which date
the entire 23 were based at Watford where they would remain in passenger
service for the rest of their operational lives. My only sightings of these
distinctive roofbox ST's were on visits to Watford in 1948 hence the title of this
article. By that time those that remained were looking rather tired and showing

ST 1070 at Watford on 9 July 1946, also on a short working of route 321 in the
post-war livery of Lincoln green with white window surrounds and a brown
roof. In post-war days all 23 Bluebird STs operated from Watford High Street
(WA) until their gradual withdrawal from passenger service by the summer of
1949.The blind display is of interest as it incorporates the use of the roof box.
Photo Alan Cross
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distinct signs of body sag. Four of their number had already been scrapped in
1947 and in the same year a further number had been withdrawn from passenger
service and relegated to trainer duties at other garages. A few had been placed
into the Special Events fleet and appeared spasmodically at national events such
as Derby Day. As to the routes on which the Bluebirds operated in the late war
and postwar periods I have established at least five WA routes as listed below:Route 301 Watford-Kings Langley-Two Waters-Berkhamsted-Tring-Aylesbury.
Route 321 Luton-Harpenden-St.Albans-Garston-Watford-Croxley-Rickmansworth
Routes 345/346 Kingswood-Watford-Northwood- Harefield
Route 351 Uxbridge-Denham-Rickmansworth-Watford-Garston-St.Albans

At the end of their working lives, a few of the Bluebird STs were
relegated to the Special Events Fleet for occasional use at national
sporting events such as Derby Day or Wimbledon. The sagging bodywork of ST 1037 is evident in this shot on Derby Day special route 406F
in June 1948.
Photo - Alan Cross
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It is probable that the Bluebirds worked on other local Watford routes and
I believe that the longer routes 301 and 321 were worked by the Bluebirds
in their earlier years at Watford when they were in better condition than
when I saw them in the late forties by which time the 321 and 351 were
operated by the 20 postwar STL's.
My thanks to Trust member Roger Shaw for supplying some of the above
details. If there are other Trust members with recollections of route
operations I would be pleased to hear from them. One of the 1947
departures saw ST 1078 dispatched in October to Reigate relegated to
trainer duties. However chronic vehicle shortages resulted in the bus being
pressed into passenger service from time to time and there is at least one
photograph of it working on route 405. It remained at RG until withdrawn
and sold in 1949. Back at Watford their numbers in passenger service
dwindled further in 1948 where a few more were relegated to trainer duties
and sent elsewhere. A handful survived in service into 1949 by which time
brand new green roofbox RT's including the first Cravens were replacing
the oldest double deckers such as the last few Bluebird ST's. All of the
remaining 19 buses were either scrapped or sold in 1948 and 1949 with
the exception of ST 1073 which received a stay of execution when it was
dispatched to the Central Area in November 1948,had its staircase removed to become the staff bus/ learner at Putney Bridge (F) where it
remained in that capacity until transferred to Hounslow (AV) in April
1950 still on the same duties. It was finally withdrawn and sold in December 1950 almost a year after all of the standard ST's had gone. A sighting
of this bus on staff/learner duties would have been quite unique in that,
apart from the Special Events fleet, it was the only Bluebird to work in any
operational capacity in the Central Area.
My grateful thanks to my friend and Trust member Brian Bunker for
access to his detailed vehicle records of the Bluebirds allowing me to
combine historical details with my own distant memories of these distinctive but almost forgotten buses which I doubt will have been the subject
of any previous single article and that will be beyond recall when my
generation has passed.
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Beyond the Gates

John Hinson

I must start the column this month with an apology - a bit of a mix-up over
vehicles once owned by the late John Knox resulted in my reporting that
RT1798 had recently left the Leyland Museum - this was a bit of a blunder as
member Martin Ricketts has owned 1798 since 2002! I do apologise to Martin
for any upset this caused. Indeed, I do remember seeing it at the Sidcup running
day a few years back, although I never identified ownership as it wasn’t listed
in the programme. I understand from Martin that it has been regularly active at
several other events including some at the museum - but these obviously didn’t
match those I have been to. Martin also owns XF3, by the way.
RF525 has been purchased by Mike Ross in Gerrards Cross. This vehicle has
not been active for many years (it has been laid up at the Memory Lane premises
for quite a while) and will need a fair amount of work to get it back on the road.
We wish Mike the best with this project.
Talking of Memory Lane, BL95 is still for sale, contact Mike Clarke on 01628
825050 if you are interested. It isn’t just any old BL, it is one of the special
Hillingdon ones.
I continue to hear of Routemaster purchases, although from my observations the
majority seem to have gone straight into storage or are rallied in unrestored
condition - remember all those ragged RTs at late seventies rallies? One vehicle
I have heard of that has made better progress than most is RM2106, purchased
by Pat & Debbie Avery in Honiton from Ensignbus in March - I gather this has
already been restored and I look forward to seeing it a rally somewhere soon.
Pat also mentioned RML2511, which is active with Quantock Motor Services
in Norton Fitzwarren, about 20 miles from them.
Our own rallying has been fairly limited this year, but we recently participated
in the HCVS Ridgeway Run (Henley-on-Thames to Newbury) with RT1784
and were a little surprised to find we were the only London-liveried vehicle
present. Where was everybody? We weren’t the only London vehicle altogether, though, as there was a Southampton-liveried Routemaster to keep us company.
Our most recent event was a huge rally at Kemble Airfield, near Cirencester.
This was predominantly a steam event, but encompassed all types of vintage
vehicle and there were even some vintage aircraft on show. There must have
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been over a hundred buses present, but once again the London front was poorly
represented with just our RF433 and an RML.
I do actually find this quite surprising, given the loss of several “London” events
from this year’s calendar - Barking, North Weald and Stratford-on-Avon spring
to mind. None of the above events are prohibitively far from London and I’m
surprised we didn’t see more representation.
George Woods wrote recently having found RTW128 in Canada, serving
(literally!) Double Decker Fries in Kincardine, Ontario. Whilst he was taking
photographs he was approached by one of the lady owners who was a little
puzzled that so many photographers were interested - he was the second one
that day. Clearly they are not used to bus enthusiasts in Canada! The bus
certainly looks to be in fine form - George didn’t say whether the chips were to
the same standard.

In contrast RT3145 stands in
poor condition at Fennell’s
Restaurant, Tucson, Arizona.
It is painted dull green, and
has no windows or radiator,
and probably no engine. It
has a right-hand door fitted,
something I believe was
done to several of the exports
made by Omnibus Promotions in the seventies.
Round the other side of the world, I have had several reports of London buses
in New Zealand. Wallace Tucket writes that RM1670 is active in Wellington
every weekend, I understand the owner has family connections with the owner
of RT4189 which resides at the Foxton Trolleybus Museum. I believe this
museum is also in Wellington although attempts to find out more on the internet
showed their web site to have been “under construction” since 2000. RM1660
is also regularly active in Queenstown, and it has previously been mentioned
that RLH50 is under long-term private restoration.
Nearer home, Peter Duplock came across RM2041 at a French Toyota dealership Les Sable D Olonne - not for sale it seems but in use as a promotional-cum36

hospitality vehicle. It looks to be in
smart condition although very much
as it left service (an unusual combination) and even still bears its HT garage
codes.
Peter also mentioned he has purchased
RM140 and retrieved it from its previous home with Bob Gale in Devon to
somewhere within rather better reach
of home. I’ve seen some pictures of it
taken on its trip back, and it certainly
looks every bit as good as when I last
saw it many years back.
RCL2233 has joined RF667 owned by
Michael Narduzzo and Ian Puddephatt
and will continue to be rallied regularly.
RMC1477 has been sold out of preservation to Timebus Travel, increasing
their total fleet to 16, I gather. The fleet comprises many variations on the RM
theme, plus RF491 and RLH23. TD89's return to the road is progressing well
and I gather it will not be long now before it is out and about on wedding and
other special hires. I’m not sure if the other two RLHs (29 & 44/581J), which
are not licenced as PSVs, are included in this total.
RM188 was owned for some while by East Yorkshire Motor Services but was
recently sold as they felt their Heritage Fleet needed trimming. I haven’t heard
yet where it has gone to, but I do know the company were keen to find it a
“good” home in preservation.
That’s about all for this issue, many thanks to all the contributors for their input.
I should point out that as I receive a lot of correspondence not directly connected with this column, some of the contributors are not actually members but
it is only fair to credit them all the same.
As always, contributions to this column are welcomed at:
The Shambles, 91 Graham Road, Wealdstone, Middx. HA3 5RE
Email: john@self-preservation-society.co.uk
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NS 174 Progress

Seb Marshall

Let me start by informing you all that as from the committee meeting held on 27th
July 2005 I have been officially named as project leader for the restoration of the
NS. In light of this I felt it would be a good idea to let you all know what progress
had been made up to this point and what the future holds.
As most of you may well be aware we managed to acquire what seems to be all of
the last remaining chassis of the NS class. This totalled four, two coming from Nick
Taylor at The Oxford Bus Museum and two from Michael Banfield’s collection.
All four of these vehicles have been in the hands of preservationists for at least 25
years now, but surprisingly noone had attempted to restore one.
The answer to this question and key to the rapid progress that has been made thus
far is the fact that all four chassis were needed, each supplying vital bits that the
other three just didn’t possess, or that were not at all serviceable. The only other
time that this would have been achievable was when my father (Prince Marshall)
owned three of them, but again a complete engine was still needed to make the
project viable.
Unfortunately through the years and several owners the two chassis that eventually
came from Oxford have had many bits butchered and removed from them along the
way. This has thankfully not been too much of a problem except for only one item,
the starting handle assembly! Admittedly it is not the end of the world to have one
manufactured, but if anyone out there has one in their collection of memorabilia
we’d be very interested in acquiring it for the purpose it was intended. You may
laugh, but we have already acquired an original rear number plate and bonnet plate
and there is the possibility of a genuine staircase? In fact anything NS related will
be greatly received.
Anyway I shall now endeavour to give a brief outline as to what has happened with
regards the NS’s since day one. The two chassis from Oxford arrived in late 2003
and were stored around the back of the museum to await the arrival of the two from
Michael Banfield. These two arrived at Cobham last July, and were both squeezed
into one space in the museum, at which point further investigation started into what
we actually had. It was decided to dismantle the rather wasted looking chassis,
which had the engine, radiator and gearbox and that was believed by some quarters
to have come out of the north sea! As dismantling progressed it was soon discovered that thankfully the engine was not seized, as had been previously thought. A
little further investigation showed that most of the engine was indeed quite usable,
but because one of the pistons had picked up in the bore rather badly, a new set of
pistons would have to be made. All other usable parts were then completely stripped
from this chassis and it was then dragged out of the museum and around to the back
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of the car park where it sits today. The origins of this chassis are now know to be:
it was used to drag boats in and out of the sea at Portsmouth docks (hence sea
damage) it was then acquired by the early preservationist Jack Sparshatt before
moving into the hands of Michael Banfield in the early 60’s.
Our attention then turned to picking a chassis for our project. This was relatively
simple as the one we had stripped was far too corroded and of the other three only
one had not been chopped short at the rear end. This candidate was the solid tyre
chassis from Oxford. At this point both chassis from Oxford were hauled out from
their resting place and around to the side of the building for dismantling. They were
both quickly stripped to two bare rails and four cross members, allowing us to pick
the best bits to be sent away for shot blasting. The remains of the unusable chassis
were then placed in storage.
It was around this time that we did our investigations into the supposed numbers of
the vehicles we had and realised that none of the numbers matched the chassis
numbers that were emerging on the actual chassis in front of us. Anyway to cut a
long story short the chassis number on the frame we had commenced work on
equates to NS 174.
Much to our surprise and delight the bits returned from the shot blasters in record
time and reassembly of our chassis began. The ladder frame was reassembled in a
very enjoyable evening and within a few weeks was starting to look like a chassis
again as numerous other pieces were refurbished and returned to their rightful place
along with a first coat of paint. The four best road springs were chosen, stripped
apart, shot blasted and reassembled. The shackle pins and bushes were all deemed
serviceable, except for two rear spring bushes that I made at work, and once done,
the springs were reunited with the chassis. We had a choice of two different
gearboxes both still filled with their original oil. We took the natural decision and
have gone with the one that was deemed in the best condition. This was removed
from the chassis in the museum with the body on it and after an exterior clean up,
fitted straight into NS 174. The gear selector unit was removed from this chassis,
along with the steering box and after de-rusting and painting duly fitted as well. The
back axle was looked at and again with very little attention, as the worm unit looks
like new, a spruce up was all that was required before being fitted to the vehicle.
Eyes then slowly started to turn towards the engine. Again we also had the remains
of a second engine that came with the chassis from Oxford, albeit incomplete. But
nevertheless allowing the option of being able to chose between certain duplicates
that believe it or not would always have one clear winner. After some machining
out of studs and manufacturing of other studs the crankcase, crankshaft and conrods were sent away to be re-white metalled and line bored. Then the crankshaft and
flywheel were sent away for balancing.
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While this was happening brief attention was also shown to the body, which has had
all the windows stripped of paint, the cupboards inside carefully removed and body
supports placed inside in an effort to support and straight it until further attention at
a later date. (It is of note and interest that while doing this three original tickets were
found lodged inside the bodywork, they are for the number 19 route.) The wheels
have also been and returned from the shot blasters and received a couple of coats of
red oxide primer for protection. One wheel has also been subject to some specialized welding to repair a thinning of a handful of spokes. While on the subject of
wheels, the steering wheel has also been re-rimmed. The engine bits finally
returned and reassembly has begun, the crankcase now being fitted into the chassis
with most of its bottom end together. The clutch has also recently been serviced and
fitted.
As regularly attendees of the museum will also have noticed, NS 174 has recently
taken to hiding under blankets at present, this is not for secrecy, but as a way of
protecting her from the vast quantities of dust that are generated within the workshop area. That about brings you up to date, I hope I have kept this brief enough but
still informative enough at the same time.
So what of the future I hear you all ask? Well, at the present rate it is certainly a
high probability that we shall have a running NS chassis for next open day. But
unfortunately we have reached that awkward stage where although the goal is in
sight, we do not have the funds to achieve this. It is at this point that I’d like to thank
everyone who has kindly donated to the NS fund, but ask, urge, plead with you all
out there to delve into your pockets and give what you can to help complete the first
stage of this unique vehicle’s restoration.
It is estimated that we’ll need another £10,000 to complete a running chassis. I
know that seems a lot but when you consider that after purchasing a new set of solid
tyres and the rebuild of the radiator half that figure will have already been spent.
As with previous restoration projects the museum has undertaken, we are looking
at completing the chassis ourselves and then applying for a grant to tackle the body
rebuild.
I hope I’ve enlightened and inspired some of you to possibly help in whatever way
you can. I shall endeavour to keep you all updated with the progress as much as
possible.

Please send all donations clearly marked for the “NS Fund” to the
Treasurer. If you wish to set up a monthly donation (like others
already have) please contact Norman Davey (Treasurer) for more
details.
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Book and Video Reviews

Phill Cruise

London Transport Green Line - A history by Laurie Akehurst.
published by Capital Transport at £22
There have been a few notable books about the Green Line services published
to date|, but this one contains much freshly researched material and presents a
comprehensive account of the service from its pre 1929 origins to 1970 and
the NBC. Produced to the usual high standards of Capital Transport in hard
back form with glossy paper and crisp illustrations there are eleven chapters
covering 144 pages. The illustrations not only feature vehicles but timetables,
advertising material and maps too. Inevitably there are a few familiar illustrations and some of the facts will be well known but there is plenty of new material to make purchase worth while. This is arranged chronologically from
origins through legislation, aquisition, consolidation, wartime to the inevitable
decline. Much of the information included was gathered with the help of
former Green Line employees who are no longer about and this contributes to
what is an interesting and well balanced and informative book.

LT SINGLE-DECKER BUSES 1946-69 ONLINE VIDEO in co-operation with the London Trolleybus Preservation Society.
Online are probably the major force in videos and DVDS about London
Transport trains and road vehicles. This one lasts for 88 minutes and manages
to cover twenty four classes of LT single deckers filmed between 1946 and
1969. Included in the story are the post war bus shortages with evocative back
drops of war ravaged London, trips through a vanished world of London's
country and film of vehicles sold out of service overseas. The RF class has a
major part in the story as befits its status as one of London's major single deck
types. Many less successful types feature in a mix of colour and black and
white footage as do stalwarts such as the varied T class. Online products seem
to be mainly available now on DVD but a VHS version was produced.
London Trolleybus
Preservation Society
Fieldfare, Sandy BEDS, SG19 2UZ
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A Drivers Eye View - Double DVD -Route 14 Tottenham Court Road to
Putney Heath and Putney Heath to Tottenham Court Road.

The next best thing to driving your RML from Tottenham Court Road to
Putney Heath, Green Man and back is to buy this double DVD set. A single
journey version is also available for the faint hearted. Having once purchased
a cab ride video a few years back that was capable of curing accuse insomnia I
wondered what this one would be like. The deciding factor was that the 14 is
one of my local RML routes that will be WVL-ised by the time that this review is published. The camera sits in a position that gives a good view of the
road and the surrounding area and the picture quality is very good. It is filmed
in real time with a driver commentary featuring the sort of comments that
might be expected from a 'real' London bus driver with a commentary on the
places driven through that a tour bus passenger would be happy with. The
sound effects from the Iveco engine and AEC gear box add to the experience.
When the RMLS are gone I shall certainly be playing these DVDS to nostalgically recapture the many times that I have travelled on route 14 RMLS over
the past thirty nine years. To a viewer who was not so familiar with the route
the single journey DVD gives an informative ride through some of London's
tourist spots including Brompton Road, Knightsbridge, Hyde Park Corner,
Piccadilly and Shaftesbury Avenue. The double DVD is excellent value at
£14.99 for two hours thirty two minutes of RML 'travelling' and watching
pleasure.
ROUTE 14 PRODUCTIONS.CO.UK. 54 Dinton Road London SW19 ZAP.
f14.99

London’s Buses in Miniature

Alan Purssey

Unless otherwise stated, all models are 4mm 1/76 scale
DIE-CAST MODELS

COBHAM COLLECTION GUY SPECIAL FROM E.F.E.
Following the excellent model of Guy G 351 early this year is Alvin’s second
commissioned model of vehicles in the Cobham collection. Ready for collection from Alvin on the 50s running day on the 19th June. GS34 the guy special
from E.F.E. carries blinds for route 397 to Tring. Garage codes are (MA 22
Amersham) where it served for a while in 1961, registration MXX 334. An
excellent example with very fine and legible external lettering and detailing, in
particular the Indian’s head motif on the bonnet. Full marks to E.F.E. for the
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fine cream lining around the windows. This makes a suitable companion to the
other models in the expanding and collectable Cobham collection. Range. By
supporting Alvin in the shop we are also supporting the Trust with valuable
extra funds.
The chosen model for advertising the Showbus event on the18th of September
this year is the London & Country Leyland Olympian. Also due for release in
September is the AEC, Renown in North Western livery.
V for victory 1945-2005
To celebrate the 60th anniversary of the end of W.W.11 EFE released a series of
8 buses in wartime guise.
For the benefit of you younger members, blackout regulations were imposed on
the 1st of September 1939 and along with other vehicles, London’s buses were
fitted with headlamp cowls that reduced the beam through narrow slits. Other
measures taken were to paint part of the mudguards white together with the
platform edge to make them more visible in the blackout. Peculiar to London
was the white spot applied to the rear panel although not on trolleybuses
Pedestrians carried torches in the total blackout as all street lighting was turned
off and to aid bus drivers to see passengers the beam was swung between the
kerb and road to hale a bus.
Another measure taken to protect travellers was the netting glued to the windows of all London Transport vehicles to reduce splintering from bomb blasts.
Visibility for passengers however was severely restricted, until a diamond shape
panel was adopted to address the situation. The practice of covering the tops of
opening windows was later dropped. With wartime shortages any colour of
paint at hand was used.
All these items are well reproduced by E.F.E. on this wartime range of models
which has proved to be a popular choice among collectors.
.
C.M.N.L.
Creative Master Northcord’s third model of the successful Alexander Royalebodied Volvo Olympian with dual doors is to be released in Metroline livery
BRITBUS
To follow on from the London North model of the Scania Alexander (Belfast)
RH Olympian, Britbus are to release another London version, this time in
Westlink livery depicting vehicle number VA 36 on route 57 to Kingston.
News from Gareth Jones.
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RESIN AND WHITEMETAL MODELS
BOURNMOUTH MS2 TROLLEYBUS Price £48.00.
To continue the theme of wartime buses, among the latest models from Tony
Asquith’s Little Bus Company is the Bournemouth Sunbeam trolleybus. At first
glance it may seem pricey but this is a dedicated model and it does include a full
set of transfers (hence the higher price). Eighteen of these buses were to find
there way to London in December 1940 to help with the acute vehicle shortage.
They served in the Ilford area of east London for about two years. These
striking vehicles featured two staircases with a front exit that was closed on
buses serving in London.
Bournemouth Corporation prided itself on the finish of its bus fleet; the
trolleybuses were no exception and carried the primrose yellow with maroon
bands to which chocolate brown was added to the roof during the war, extending down to the upper maroon band, The interior decor included decorative
rexine on the ceilings with varnished mahogany window surrounds, leather
covered side panels and brown leather covered seats. The town crest was carried
on the front and rear lower panels together with the upper and lower side panels
in the fourth bays.
This model has proved so popular that the first batch was sold out before it was
released through advanced orders. Tony is taking pre-orders for a re-run in
October.
This is another first class model and includes a front and rear colour illustration
on the box lid. Showing a model finished in Bournemouth service. Like the
London trolleybus models this has been designed to fit the windscreen and front
windows from the outside for added realism. (Note only the drivers screen was
split.) The model comes in four major components, although it does include
some extra small parts as in service
these buses went through a number of
alterations, this is covered well in the
history and description accompanying the model. Included is an extensive paragraph on changes to the
livery during its service life
The transfers include both Bournemouth and London destination
screens for routes 691& 693 Barking,
and routes 20& 26 for Bournemouth.
Six Bournemouth crests and numbers
in gold, edged in black, together with
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number plates, legal lettering, maroon lining, and Bournemouth corporation
lettering to complete the model in London or Bournemouth service.
My model has been completed as it appeared in service in the Barking area in
1940, depicting Park Royal body vehicle number 72, registration number
AEL400 on route 691.
For London underground collectors Tony has released his latest tube stock of
the Circle and Metropolitan lines, driving and trailer cars priced at £75.00
L.B.C. Models ltd, 57 Queenswood Avenue, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex, CM13
1HU
.
NEW MODELS FROM L.B.C.
The Little Bus Company will be issuing three new London resin kits in the
autumn the first is the 1LTL1 Scooter and will be available at Showbus. The
second will be the Marshall rebuild of this type and will follow in October. The
third will be announced at Showbus and will be ready in November. All three
models will be £30.00 each plus £1.50p&p all three kits can be ordered from 18
September onwards.
LANGLEY MINIATURE MODELS
Langley is well known for their cast metal road vehicles in 4mm.scale, and
among their bus range are two versions of the legendary B type of 1909
(NEW) SINGLE DECK B TYPE CIRCA 1917 Price £28.30
The single deck is
based on the bentwood style with a
raised roof over the
saloon. The kit
came in a stout
plastic
container
with a coloured illustration on the lid.
The kit in white
Metal is in 43 parts
and is not for the
novice builder. The casting required very little cleaning up.
Instructions are precise and clear and need to be followed in a set sequence.
There were no transfers in my example for this model could be made in various
company liveries; this does not pose a problem, as General transfers are readily
available from various suppliers. Built from the chassis up with all the chassis
detail including prop shaft, and gearbox, exhaust box, handbrake and gear stick.
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DOUBLE DECK B TYPE CIRCA 1911 Price £34.75
The double deck version is the same format as the single deck in 53 parts and
includes a sheet of paper posters and route boards to decorate the vehicle.
Double deck B types had some variations in body styles and this one is no
exception. It differs to the Varney example produced some years ago and is
included in the A.B.S.range. These two very collectable models of these early
buses are available from Langley Miniature Models 166 Three Bridges Road,
Crawley, Sussex.RH101LF. Tel 0870 0660 416 or visit the website
www.langleymodels.co.uk
BEDFORD OB CANTEEN KIT SV2 Price £38.00 plus £1.50p/p OR £35.00
to MBF members.
A limited run of 25 models in whitemetal.
If you are collecting models
of Cobham’s vehicles then
this is another must have.
David Eden of RTC models
have released the canteen
model in his service vehicles
series. The model cast in
white metal comes in over 57
parts complete with rubber
tyres; the cab has been cast in
one piece for ease of assembly. David has made only a few of these models as
it appeared a few years ago in the model bus range, of which my example is
shown. Transfers are now available to complete the model see below. A new
bus model is proposed for early next year.
TRANSFERS
New Transfers for Kiy no.230 STL Lowbridge
TR 94 Route 127 Mordon Stn. STL 2250
TR 95 Route230 Rayners lane. STL1617
TR96 Route 336 Chesham STL2220
Tr 97 Route 461 Walton
STL2292
Price £2.95 each
New Transfers For Weyman kits 39& 40
TR 64 Route 251 Arnos Grove Stn TD 24 price £2.50
TR 98 Route 241 Sidcup HGF 821 T 731 Price £2.95
TR 255 Full transfer insignia for the mobile canteen mode; SV2 Price
£3.00 p&p .40p per order
RTC Models 24 Rosslyn Crescent, Harrow, Middlesex.HA1 2RZ
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L.B.R.T NEW BLINDS
I have had some equerries recently concerning alternate destination screens and
routes for the GS model.
London Bus Repaint and Transfers offer models made to order. Re-decorated
E.F.E. Guy Specials produced with your choice of route from their new range
of over 40 new routes suitable for the EFE GS these cover the majority of the
routes which saw operation of the class.
The individual models are made to order and priced at £32.50 plus p&p
Or transfers can be purchased separately price £1.00 per set.
Ring or write for details to.
01323 849856 L.B.R.T. POBOX125 Hailsham. East Surrey BN27 1WG.
With apologies to Phil Radley of Radley models and anyone who tried to e-mail
Phil. As I missed off a digit on his e-mail address in the last magazine, it should
have read radspg13@aol.com.

ANNUAL LUNCH for 2006
To all members of Cobham Bus Museum new and old, friends and family welcome.
Date:

Sunday 15 January 2006

Venue: Silvermere Golf Club Restaurant (upstairs)
Time:
Cost:

12.00 noon, lunch starts at 12.30 p.m.
£20 per head
£10 per child under 12

Three course carvery meal plus a glass of house wine hence the price increase.
Selection of cold meats, seafood & salads
2 roasts, roast potatoes & fresh root vegetables
Selection of gateaux, cheesecakes & assorted desserts
Fresh coffee & mints
First come first served. Seating for 80-100, get there early to sit with friends.
Money to be paid in full by 10 December 2004, before you spend it on your
Christmas turkey!
Contact Debbie Morris to book a place/places
Telephone number: 020 8773 8394
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